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Nanotech Security Corp, developers
of secure and visually memorable
nano-optic security features for the
government, banknote and brand
protection sectors, has announced
the launch of LiveOptik™ PROTECT– a
security foil designed specifically for the
brand protection industry.
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According to the company, LiveOptik
PROTECT foil features a seamless, uniquely
secure, photorealistic lock design that
engages consumers while protecting the
brand. The security foil has been designed
with input from channel partners and is
offered as an in-stock wallpaper design in
a bulk roll format. Channel partners can
easily convert the foils into various finished
offerings and market them directly to
their customer base. Custom designs are
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With a new administration now in office,
the INFORM Consumers Act has been
tabled again and, if passed, would make it
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In statement, Sen. Dick Durbin, one
of those introducing the bipartisan bill,
said that ‘people deserve to know basic
information about those who sell them
consumer products online. Our bill ensures

